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Introduction

The Weather - A Multisensory Poem

A step by step, fully resourced, multisensory poem for Parents, Guardians, Child-minders, Early Years

Educators, Teachers, HLTA’s, TA's, Speech Therapists, Play Therapists, Support Workers, Activity

Coordinators, Storytellers, Librarians and anyone with an interest in exploring storytelling through the

senses in a fun and engaging way!

Multisensory stories immerse the learner by telling a story through the senses using sensory stimuli

(story props).

The stories are adapted to meet a range of abilities making literacy accessible and meaningful to the lives

of individuals with SEN, ASD, PMLD, Global Delay, SPD, Complex Needs & other learning needs age

3-19.

Exposure to sensory stimuli, (story props), engages the learner with new experiences to calm and alert

their sensory system in a safe, therapeutic and fun environment helping them to understand the world

around them. Building a bank of motivators that can calm an individual when they are anxious or

stressed can be an excellent tool to inform on the writing of strategies and behaviour plans.

The repetitive structure of the stories forms an excellent base on which to sca�old learning enabling the

individual to work toward personal targets and learning goals.

Listening to rhyme and rhythm supports memory and aids learning, playing a crucial role in language

development, the learning of concepts and communication. It promotes early literacy skills; listening &

attention, anticipation, turn-taking and making choices ideal for use in mainstream nursery and early

years settings.

https://www.rhymingmultisensorystories.com/


Multisensory Stories & SEN
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This story will build the listener's con�dence to explore new and unfamiliar sensory experiences.

Repeating the story in a safe and comfortable setting, can help the listener to become gradually

desensitised to the props and help the individual make sense of the world around them.

Sensory stories are an excellent motivating tool for encouraging alternative communication systems.

non-verbal, early communication skills, Makaton, BSL, body sign, choose boards, and to facilitate PECS

exchanges.

Storytelling in a SEN setting builds a bond between the storyteller and the listener, enhancing wellbeing

and enriching experiences. It builds trust and aids understanding and communication and social

emotional development.

Additional learning is enhanced through the development of turn taking skills, building tolerance,

attention skills and sharing. Other learning outcomes are the skills of shared attention, increased

engagement, achievement of learning targets, reduction in unwanted behaviours, social interaction and

helping individuals to overcome barriers through a safe environment.

Observing reactions to a range of sensory stimuli enables you to build a picture of an individual’s

sensory preferences. This record of likes, dislikes, motivators and triggers can help parents, carers and

teaching sta� make informed choices to enhance daily life in areas such as diet, sensory needs, care plans,

daily activities and leisure activities. Exploring the senses through exposure to stimuli (story props), helps

to build a bank of motivators that can calm an individual when they are anxious or stressed. Knowing

an individual's triggers informs on the writing of behaviour plans and strategies.
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How to tell a Multisensory Story
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Identify the key words in the story highlighted in  These are your story props.red.

Set out your resources where they are easily accessible. A large colourful box with a lid is ideal as its

unknown contents provide an air of anticipation and mystery to the listener. Place your resources

(props) inside the box in the order in which they will appear in the story.

TIP! Stored any scented props in a sealed container, it will make the smell stronger as the air in the

container will be fragranced and will waft out when you remove the lid.

Choose a quiet, distraction free place that is comfortable. 

Read each sentence slowly and clearly, introducing the story prop as the corresponding word in the

sentence appears, (there are several options for story props suggested in the stories and you can also use

your own props). Follow a total communication approach and explore the use of Makaton signs.

Use a variety of facial expressions and gestures to communicate meaning, Allow processing time for the

learner to use their senses exploring the stimuli.

Present the box (lid on!) This will act as a visual cue for the learner that you are about to share a story.

At the end of the story, present the learner with the props to freely explore. Depending on ability, if you

are working at a sensory level you will be looking to identify items that motivate and engage the learner.

At a higher level you the aiming for them to retell the story using the props.
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I like to play
out in the

skidding
sliding away
I go

snow

Building
snowmen big
and bold, the
trouble is my
hands get
cold

Makaton sign for
snow

Ice cubes

Crushed ice,

Sensory snow*

1. Slowly adding
shaving cream to

baking soda

2. Sprinkle a
sachet of gelatin
into warm water

and stir until
dissolved.

3. Squirt foaming
shower gel or
aerosol cream
onto a lap tray/

table/into a bowl.

To sign  using Makaton, spread
the �ngers wide on both hands and
�oat them down whilst wiggling the
�ngers as if they were snow�akes
falling to the ground.

snow

Engage the sense of touch. Place
the ice in the learner’s palm for
exploration.

Gently draw their attention to how
the ice changes its shape and form
as it melts.

Encourage the learner to feel the
, fresh water on the tip of the

tongue.
cold

Build �ne motor skills through
manipulating, moulding and mark
making in the sensory .snow

       Text                     Prop                                   Action
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I like to
play out in
the sun

When it's
hot it’s so
much fun!

Makaton
sign sun

Torch

Heated
wheat-bag

Hand
warmer

Waterbottle

Hair dryer

To sign  using Makaton, draw a circle in
the sky with your index �nger then open
your �ngers to represent the sun’s rays.

sun

Engage the sense of sight by encouraging
the learner to track the torch light.

Can the learner turn the torch on/off
independently to ‘activate’ the sun?

Engage the sense of touch as the learner
feels the sensation of the heat radiate from
the stimuli presented.

Explore different speed settings on the
hairdryer.

Present the heat to different body areas e.g.
hands/feet/hair
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I like to play
out in the rain

Splashing in
puddles that
swirl down the
drain

Makaton
sign for

rain

Pipette

Water
sprayer

Torch

Umbrella

Wellies

To sign  using Makaton, hold your
hands up with your �ngers spread wide
bring the down in straight lines to
represent rain.

rain

Build �ne motor skills encouraging the
listener to make drops squeezing the
end of a pipette containing water.

rain

Shine the torch onto the water (at a safe
distance), as it mists from the sprayer to
create a rainbow effect.

Engage the sense of hearing. Squirt water
from a spray bottle onto an umbrella above
the learner’s head so they can listen to the

.rain

Explore different settings on the water
sprayer from a �ne mist to a downpour.

Self-care skills. Can the learner put on and
take of their wellies independently?

Squirt warm water onto their wellies or
bare feet.

Place water in the bottom of a washing up
bowl for the learner to splash in.
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I like to play out
on a  daywindy

And chase the
leaves as they
blow away

Makaton
sign for
windy

Hairdryer
on a cold
setting

Battery or
handheld
mini fan

Folded card
or paper fan

Leaves

To sign  using Makaton, waft
your �at hand at the side of your face.

windy

Gently waft the fan around the
persons hands then face letting them
feel the air �ow.

Model using the fans to blowing the
leaves across the lap tray, table or
�oor.

Can the learner copy this action?

Explore the cause and effect as the
fans ‘blow’ the leaves.
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I like to play out
in the fog

And watch my
breath steam as I
jog

Josstick

Lace
material

Light the joss stick (out of reach but
within sight.)

Can the listener track the ‘ ’ as it rises
to the air?

fog

Engage the sense of smell as the
perfumed smokiness of the joss stick
�lls the air.

Gently drape laced material over the
face to create the illusion of . fog

I stay in my den
when it starts to
thunder

Where does all
the noise come
from? I wonder

Makaton
sign

thunder

Thunder
sound
effect

Tin foil

Baking
tray

To sign thunder using Makaton, clench
your �sts then move them back and forth
at the side of your head.

Play a thunder sound effect through your
phone/app/ iPad or talking tile.

Can the learner activate the device
independently or communicate a request
for ‘more?’

Make a  sound effect by ripping
tin foil or clattering a tin tray.

thunder

Can the learner copy the action?
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My
favourite
weather is
the rain and
sun joined
together

If you can
�nd the end
of 
I’ve been
told

rainbow,

You will
�nd a pot of
gold!

Makaton sign
for Rainbow

Torch

Water
sprayer
bottle

Kaleidoscope

drops
Rainbow

Tweezers

Gold coins

Money
box/jar/tin

To sign rainbow using Makaton, hold four
�ngers outstretched and moved in an arc
in front of the chest.

Direct the light of the torch at a safe
distance onto the water mist to create
rainbow colours.

Encourage the listener to rotate the outer
dial the kaleidoscope whilst looking
through the viewer to watch the visual
images and patterns created as the
colourful beads, feathers and small
pieces of glass, move around.

Can the listener name any shapes or
colours that they see?

Develop �ne motor skills. Can the learner
use tweezers to pick up rainbow drops?

Tie multi-coloured items,

fabric, ribbons or paper strips to an
umbrella. Engage the learners sense

Develop �ne motor skills. Can the listener
post the coins into the money box or tin?

Listen to the sound the coin makes as it
drops into the box.
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Visuals
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Laminate and use as a storyboard for the learner to retell the story.

Cut out, laminate and use as manipulatives to request a resource to explore.
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Develop Communication Skills
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Some individuals may recall the ending of the story as that is the part they heard most recently, or they

may focus on sections they enjoyed the most!

It is interesting the see the learner's interpretation of the story!

You do not have to complete the whole story; you can explore sentences and keep adding to the story

each time you tell it. This will help with recall.

Depending on ability, if you are working at a sensory level you will be looking to identify items that

motivate and engage the listener. At a higher level you the aiming for the listener to retell the story using

the props.

Label 3 boxes or trays ‘Beginning’, ‘Middle’ and ‘End’, '1st, ‘2nd, ‘3rd, '1st' 'Next' 'Last' or ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’.

This will break the story into more manageable components. You could break this down further by

having two labelled boxes, 'Beginning' and 'End'.

Can the learner identify the prop that represented the �rst encounter in the story?

Can the learner pick out the key elements to the story and sort the props into their correct boxes?

Can the learner describe or show you what happened at the end of the story?

Can the learner describe or show you what happened after a speci�c event (i.e. if presented a prop can

they select the prop that followed? Provide clues by describing the item they are looking for.
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Extension Activities - Explore the Senses
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Themed Listening Game
A quick search on the internet will provide you with access to a library of free audio clips and sound

e�ects that can be played via your phone, apps, iPad, Kindle or recorded on a Dictaphone.

Play sound e�ects relating to the story for the learner to experience e.g. rain, wind and thunder,

splashing water, drip, rustling leaves, hairdryer, wind chimes and a storm.

Make a themed sensory bag. Place items relating to the story into a bag. Encourage the learner to use

their sense of smell, touch, hearing and taste to guess what the items are e.g. water sprayer, baking tray,

torch, foil, umbrella, mini fan, rainbow drops, joss stick, kaleidoscope, coins, lace, leaves and wheat bag.

Build functional language skills by asking them to tell you or show you what you might do with the item

and where you might �nd it.

Can the learner communicate a request for 'more' to listen to

the sound again?

Can the learner activate the listening device independently?

Can the learner imitate the noise?

Themed Sensory Bag
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Extension Activities - Sensory Exploration
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Sensory Exploration

Method Two:

Slowly add shaving cream to baking soda until you get a snow consistency.

Method Three:

Method One:

Sensory Snow

Sprinkle a sachet of gelatin into warm water and stir until dissolved.

Place weather related items onto a lap tray, Tu� Tray or a bucket. You could theme them to a speci�c

weather.

Example of a winter weather  sensory exploration. 

Layer the tray with ice cubes for igloo making, add fake snow, cotton wool balls, silver glitter, shaving

foam, twigs, tweezers, polystyrene packing peanuts. O�er gloves, scarves and hats for the learner to wear

if they wish.

Take note of the learner's preferred items as these can be used as motivators.

Squirt foaming shower gel or aerosol cream onto a lap tray/ table/into a bowl.

There are several ways to make sensory snow. Here are three simple methods.
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Extension Activities - Self Expression
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Can the listener re-tell the story through a piece themed of artwork exploring the use of di�erent

mediums?

Using di�erent coloured pebbles, (edible) petals and leaves

collected from the garden or outdoor area lay them out to

make a rainbow collage.

Rainbow Artwork

Encourage the development of imagination and personal creativity through art and craft activities.

Rain Painting
Fill water sprayer bottles with di�erent coloured watered

down paints. Encourage the learner to experiment with

the di�erent nozzle settings to spray the paint onto a large

sheet of paper to make a rain picture.
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Encourage the individual to observe the weather twice a

day then to select and a�x the correct weather symbol to

the chart. 

Using craft materials: card, felt tips, cotton wool, shiny

paper, glitter, tissue paper and glue, support the individual

to design  symbols to represent the sun, rain, snow, wind,

thunder, ice and clouds. A�x the smooth side of Velcro

to the back of each symbol. On a separate piece of card

write 'Today's weather is...' then a�x a the rough (or

hooked) piece of Velcro in the blank next to the sentence.

Make a Weather Chart
This activity will encourage learners to observe  and record the changes in the weather.

This can also be done using PECS symbols.
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Extension Activities - Understanding the World
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Flower Weather Station

Pinecone Weather Station

Predict the Weather!

If the air is damp, the petals will close and droop downwards to prevent water from entering and

making their pollen damp. If the weather is �ne, the �owers will open

Small garden �owers are very sensitive to changes in the weather.

Place a daisy or dandelion plant on a windowsill. Observe with the learner the changes in the petals.

Help individuals to make sense of their environment through observation, investigation, and

exploration of a variety of objects and materials.

Here are two simple observational activities using nature.

Collect pinecones and place on a windowsill.

When the weather is warm and dry the scales on the pinecones will open. If the air becomes damp with

rain, the pinecone scales will close to protect the seeds inside.
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Make a Rainbow
 

A torch, a glass, water and a piece of white paper.

Fill the glass 3/4 full with water. 

Place a white sheet of paper on a table.

Hold the glass above the paper.

Shine the torch from the top of the glass above the

water

Adjust the piece of paper and the glass of water until a rainbow forms on the paper. 

 

When the light passes through the water it breaks up into all the colours it is made from creating a

rainbow.

You will need:

Method:

The science bit! 
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Treasure Hunt
Hide real or chocolate coins around the room, garden or

outdoor area.

Play the ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ game or 'no' or 'yes' as the

learner gets nearer of further away from the item.

If the listener has limited mobility, place coins inside a

box of coloured shredded paper.

 O�er clues as to their whereabouts using descriptions.
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Disclaimer & Terms of Use
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'The Weather' Copyright © 2020 Victoria Navin

This work remains the property of the author and may not be used for commercial purposes.

The author has used their best e�orts in preparing these sensory stories and makes no representation or

warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, �tness or completeness to the contents. The

information in this story is for pleasure and educational purposes. If you wish to apply any ideas

contained in this book you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

The activities in these stories are ideas. You are wholly responsible for any activities you decide to carry

out. If you are concerned or have doubts regarding any activity or prop used, then seek advice before

starting.
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Allergies & Intolerances
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Ensure all activities are supervised by a responsible adult and be aware of choking hazards. Check the

ingredients in any items you may be using for any potential food or skin allergies or respiratory

reactions. If you see any signs of redness, swelling or other symptoms of a suspected reaction seek

immediate medical advice.

The interactions should be led by the listener who should be allowed to participate without expectation.

Never force stimuli and stop the activity if the listener shows signs that they are not enjoying the

session.
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Find me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/Rhymingmultisensorystories-110446523970822

Get in Touch!
For more multisensory stories and poems, inspiration
and ideas

Learn more

Find me on Twitter: @RhymingStories
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http://www.facebook.com/Rhymingmultisensorystories-110446523970822
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